THE STORY
OF YOU

Use the prompts below
In the boxes below, you'll find suggestions. Use
them to map out your own engineering story.
What important events have happened in your
life? What are your strongest memories? What
hobbies or passions are important to you?

Your past...
?
Who are you

My name is... and I am …
I'm a <descriptor about yourself,
something you're proud of>.

Ever since I was little I have
loved/been fascinated by/wanted
to know more about ...
One of my favourite memories was
<something specific you did
related to that interest>..

reasons
Unpack your

I chose engineering because <your reasons
at the time/original thought process behind
the choice>.
What I didn't know at the time was <thing
you've discovered about engineering since
or something that you really enjoy>.

I used to worry that... but
now I've realized that <thing
you have learned that
doesn't make that old
worry/fear such a big deal
anymore>.

A change I want to
see

I dream about ...
<thing you'd like to do one
day related to your
engineering background or
education, in some way>.

What I really love is <thing
you're passionate about>, and
at <your school> I find <way
that the school supports or is
aligned with what you're
passionate about, or supports
you to be your best so you can
do that thing you love>.

Something you were
afraid of!

My advice to you is... <this can be a
re-iteration of something you've
said earlier - what is something you
learned that you can now share
with these students as you would
with a friend?>.

Offer advice

Make connections....

THE STORY
OF YOU

YOUR TURN!
In the boxes below, you'll find suggestions. Use
them to map out your own engineering story.
What important events have happened in your
life? What are your strongest memories? What
hobbies or passions are important to you?

Your past...
?
Who are you

reasons
Unpack your

Something you were
afraid of!

A change I want to
see

Offer advice

Make connections....

